
 
 

 

Travel directions Formaz Ham 

 

 

Dear, 

 

Formaz is located in a new industrial area in Ham. The address is: Steenhoven 41. It is possible that your navigation does 

not yet (correctly) indicate this area and roads. In the maps below you can find the routes how to get there. There are also 

the necessary signs and signposts on this route to help you follow the correct route. 

 

If you still have trouble finding our location, you can always contact the following number: 0468/ 16 21 46.  

We are happy to help you. 

See you soon! 

The Formaz team. 

  



 
 

Formaz is located in the business park ‘Het Laak’, accesible via the Ambachtsstraat. 

 

Address: Steenhoven 41, 3945 Ham 

Tip: Use ‘Waze’ or enter the coordinates in Google maps. 

Latitude: 51.07854620991272 

Longitude: 5.155453706731516 

Parking: There are 8 parking lots in front of- & next to the building. 

Bring along: safety shoes and ID-card. 

 

 

 

Coming from Antwerp 

Take the E313 in the direction of Hasselt-Luik. Take the exit 25a Tessenderlo. *Follow direction Beverlo. 

That’s the N73. Drive over the railway bridge untill the traffic lights and turn right to the Snelwegstraat ( on the right you 

have an area of containers Maes). Follow this road for about 300 meters and at the first street turn left (at the company 

Beliès). This is the Ambachtsstraat and follow it by taking the first left and then turn right. Now you arrive at a roundabout 

and take the second exit. You follow this one-way street for about 400 meters (turn left twice) and you will come across 

warehouses on your left. Formaz is located in the last block, you can park next to the building. 

 



 
 

Coming from Luik-Hasselt 

Take the E313 towards Antwerp. Take the exit 25a. Then: see the explanation coming from Antwerp from * 

Coming from Netherlands-Genk 

Take the E314 towards Brussels. In Lummen, there is a junction and here you follow the direction of Antwerp on the E313. 

Then: see the explanation coming from Antwerp from * 

Coming from Brussels-Leuven 

Take the E314 towards Genk. In Lummen, there is a junction and here you follow the direction of Antwerp on the E313. 

Then: see the explanation coming from Antwerp from * 

Public transport 

Take the train to Hasselt station, from there you take the train to Beringen. 

In Beringen take the bus 132 Beringen-Tessenderlo Industrie. Get off at the Hulst Kerk stop, there you take the bus 17c 

Tessenderlo-Ham and get off at the ‘Weg naar Industriepark’ stop. From there it is a 10 minute (650m) walk to the training 

center. 

  



 
 

Detailed plan Industrial area: 

 

Traject via red arrows in attachment 1&2: 

At the traffic lights, turn right onto the Snelwegstraat (on the right you have an area of containers Maes). Follow this for 

about 300 meters and turn left at the first street (at company Beliès). This is the Ambachtsstraat, follow it by turning left 

and then right. Here you arrive to a roundabout, take the second exit. Follow this one-way street for about 500 meters 

(turn left twice) and on the left you will come across warehouses. Formaz is located in the last block, you can park next to 

the building. 

 

Traject via green arrows in attachment 1&2: 

At the traffic lights, turn right onto the Snelwegstraat (on the right you have an area of containers Maes). Follow this for 

about 700 meters until the large roundabout. Take the third exit towards the Kanaalweg. After 100 meters you turn left 

into the Aubruggestraat* and follow it for 200 meters. Here you arrive to a roundabout, take the first exit. Follow this one-

way street for about 500 meters (turn left twice) and on the left you will come across warehouses. Formaz is located in the 

last block, you can park next to the building. 

 

*Please note that the Aubruggestraat consist of two parts. There is also a section on the other side of the N73. 

If your navigation system indicates this part, you should drive to the other side of the Snelwegstraat  

(or enter Ambachtsstraat in your navigation). The bridge under the N73 is not accesible for cars, only for cyclists and 

pedestrians. (see also the red cross on the attached plans) 



 
 

 

Bijlage 1: plan satellietbeeld 

 



 
 

 

Bijlage 2: kaart 

 

 


